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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

In this chapter, the writer is going to discuss the theoretical 

framework and provide some descriptions of theories current study. There 

are some relevant topics discussed in the following order: language, 

sociolinguistics, language variation, register, meaning of register, word-

formation process, and broadcasting as vocational study. 

 

2.1 Language 

Language is used by all of the people in the world as one of the 

communication instruments in our social life. People use the language in 

their communication to express their idea, though, feeling to make relation 

with the others. By knowing the works of language, people will be able to 

use words in helping to share meaning with others. According to Trudgill 

(1983) language is not only a means of communicating information about 

subject or topics but also an important means of establishing and 

maintaining the relationship with other people. 

Furthermore,Meyer(2009)stated that a language is a communication tool 

that has two functions namely interpersonal and textual. According to 

Halliday (in Haratyan 2011), an interpersonal function is therelation 

between people, such as speaker and hearer. On the other hand, the textual 

function relates to or based on a piece of writing like journal or book. Those 

functions have reflected the fact that language is influenced by the social 
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and linguistic contexts in which it is used.Moreover, Maesthrie (2000) 

stated that language is not just denotational, a term which refers to the 

process of conveying meaning, referring to ideas, events or entities that exist 

outside language. While using language primarily for this function, a 

speaker will inevitably give off signals concerning on his or her 

background. 

After knowing the definition above, it can be concluded that language 

is a tool to express human’s thought and feeling to be conveyed to 

others.Not only through speaker and hearer, but the language also used in 

writing such as journals, books, and magazine. It means that the existence of 

language cannot be separated from human life.  

 

2.2 Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistics, according to Wardaugh(2006), is concerned with 

investigating the relationship between language and society with the goal 

being a better understanding of the structure of language and of how 

languages function in communication. The other definition comes from 

Yule (2010)stating that sociolinguistics deals with the inter-relationship 

between language and society, so it has a strong connection with to 

anthropology through the investigation of language and culture, and to 

sociology through the role of language which plays in the organization of 

social groups. It is also tied to social psychology because it related to how 

the attitude and perception expressed and how in-group behaviors are 

identified. Besides, Holmes (2013) argues that sociolinguistics looks closely 
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to the relationship between language and society that concern in identifying 

the social function of language and the ways it is used to convey social 

meaning. Moreover, Georgieva (2014) explains that sociolinguistics is a 

study that concerns on language which is used as a tool for communicate 

between social groups and/or among social situations. 

Based on definition above, it can be stated that sociolinguistics is the 

branch of linguistics which studies the relationship between the language 

and society. It concerns with how the society gets a better understanding of 

the language used and how the language works well in communication. 

 

2.3 Language Variation 

George Yule (2010) in his book The Study of Language classified 

language variation as follows: 

 

1. Accent 

According to Yule (2010), accent deals with a distinctive description of 

aspects of pronunciation that identify where an individual speaker is from, 

regionally or socially. The pronunciation aspects consist of a syllable or 

words in a speech by stress or pitch. For example, a sentence Aku arepe 

mangan will be generally heard the same whether spoken with Malangan or 

a Kulonan accent. Both speakers will be using forms associated with 

standard Javanese, but in different pronunciations. 
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2. Dialect  

Dialect is a particular form of language which used to describe features 

of grammar and vocabulary as well as the aspect of pronunciation. Same as 

the pronunciation, the dialect is a unique piece of a specific region or social 

group. Moreover, the differences of vocabularies in each dialect are simply 

to identify. In opposite, dialect variations, especially in grammatical 

constructions, are less documented (Yule, 2010). 

3. Slang 

Slang, according to Yule (2010) can be described as words or phrases 

used by younger speakers or other groups with special interest within more 

than every day in which the terms cannot be frozen or it can be called 

temporary. Slang uses in an informal situation commonly in speech rather 

than writing which typically restricted to a particular context or group of 

people as a way to distinguishing themselves from others. For example, an 

old words for”really good” like groovy, hip and super were replaced by 

awesome, wicked that gave way to dope, kickass, and phat. 

4. Jargon 

Jargon is a term that has a special technical vocabulary that associated with 

a specific area of work or interest. On the other words, jargon is particular 

situation and context on a group in narrow-range context. The function of 

jargon is to provide an efficient way to communicate with the member of 

the group (Yule, 2010). For instance, Peserta didik is a jargon used by 

educator circle. 
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5. Register 

According to Yule(2010), a register is a conventional way of using the 

term that is proper in a specific context, which may be identified as 

situational (e.g. in church), different occupational (e.g. among lawyers), or 

in different topical (e.g. talking about language). For example, the word 

diaphragm in photography is a part of camera that has function to control 

the intensity of light entering the camera. Besides, diaphragm in respiration 

is amuscle that separates the chest cavity with the abdomen. 

 

2.4 The Differentiate between Jargon and Registers 

Jargon, according to Chaer (2012), is specific terms used by community 

in narrow-range area which the other communities did not know what the 

meaning is. In the other hand, registeris specific terms connected with 

different occupation or social group (Wardaugh 2006). In other words, 

jargon is used by limited community. Meanwhile, register ispracticed by a 

certain social group and different jobs. For instance, the broadcasting major 

of SMK Negeri 3 Batu has specific terms Confidemus Nisi Optimum (high 

confident to reach bright future).In short, register is a specific term for 

peoplein the same community or group. Differently, jargon is term for 

certain people in a smaller community which may not be understood by the 

other community in the same field.  
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2.5 Register 

Register is a form of language variation. Maesthrie, et.al., (2000) point 

out that register is a branch of interactional sociolinguistics that focuses on 

conversational strategies followed by different groups of people when they 

communicate with others. Moreover, Holmes (2013) states that register is a 

specific language associated with different occupational groups. The register 

describes the language of groups of people with similar interests or jobs or 

the specific vocabularies used in common situations associated with such 

group.  Registers are sets of language items that associated with different 

occupational, social, or groups (Wardaugh, 2006). For instances, surgeons, 

pilot, bank manager, photographer, teacher, and musicians have their own 

registers for communicate with others. Each group of people has its own 

expression to communicate with others and it probably cannot be 

understood by other communities. Therefore, it concludes that the words or 

vocabularies used in the register will have the different meaning in each of 

groups or situations. 

Each of certain groups, social, or groups has their own way to make 

their communication easier. The language they choose may describe the 

characteristics or the background of the groups which is identified from the 

vocabularies and intonations on their daily activities (Ferguson in 

Wardaugh, 2006). For instances, one of the register used by anarchitect is 

the word ‘nails’ which refers to a thin, sharp metal piece used in 

construction. It is different from nails in common conversation whichmeans 
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the hard parts on the tip of fingers and toes. In addition, the use of register is 

distinguished based on its users.  

 

2.6 Meaning of Register 

Linguistics is mainly concerned with how the meaning was conveyed 

by the linguistics system consisting of a different unit structure such as the 

sentence, phrases, words, morphemes, etc. Leech (1981) divides types of 

meaning into conceptual meaning, connotative meaning, affective meaning, 

reflected meaning, collocative meaning, and thematic meaning. 

1. Conceptual Meaning 

Conceptual meaning can be said as ‘denotative’, or ‘designative’, or 

‘cognitive’, or ’descriptive’ meaning that assumed to be the central or main 

idea in linguistics communication. Moreover, according to Chaer (2012), 

conceptual meaning means an original meaning or an actual meaning. Then, 

based on Djajasudarma(2009), conceptual meaning also refer to referential 

meaning which has a relation with concept of something that has been 

agreed upon (by the language community)For instance, the word thin has 

denotative meaning as ‘a shape of someone’s body smaller than a normal 

people.’(Djajasudarma, 2009) 

2. Connotative Meaning 

Basically, connotative meaning refers to conceptual meaning. There are 

features of the referent or part of the real world that are not included in the 

conceptual meaning. Connotative meaning concerns in the real-world 

experiences that associates with the linguistic expression of the user.In 
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addition, according toChaer(2012), a word in connotative meaning will have 

different meaning from one to other people, from one region to another 

region. For instance, ‘pig’ generally has a meaning as an animal, but it will 

be different from Muslim’s perspective. It has a negative connotation as a 

forbidden animal to consume (Chaer, 2012) 

3. Affective Meaning 

Affectiveimeaningireflectsionipersonalifeelingsiofitheispeaker, 

iincludesitheiattitudeofitheilistener or the speakers’ attitude towards 

something talking about. It includes the case of social meaning, not only 

differences in using of words or lexemes but also factors of intonation and 

voice-timber refer to the tone of voice. For example, the word died, perish, 

passed away have a similar meaning not alive anymore (Pateda, 2001). 

Someone will use different word within their emotions. 

4. Reflected Meaning 

Reflected meaning is a word or phrases has multiple conceptual 

meaning or polysemous. Leech (1981) gives example The Comforter and 

The Holy Ghost has reflected meaning to the Third Person of the Trinity. 

5. Collocative Meaning 

Collocative meaning consists of the association word acquires on 

account of the meaning of words which tend to occur in its environment. 

For instance, salt, sugar, fish, vegetables are words associated with kitchen 

(Leech in Pateda, 2001) 
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6. Thematic Meaning 

Thematic meaning can be expressed by means of stress and intonation 

to highlight information in part of a sentence. It is communicated by a 

speaker or writer that organize the message, in terms of the order, focus, and 

emphasis. Pateda (2001) gives example “Ali anak dokter Bagus meninggal 

kemarin.” It shows unclear information who was died. It will be different if 

a comma (,) added to the sentence.  

 

2.7 Word-Formation Process 

Yule (2010) in his book entitled “The Study of Language (Fourth 

Edition)” points out some word-formation processes as follows: 

1. Etymology 

Etymology, according to Yule (2010), is a process of knowing the 

history of the words and its origin, and the way how their form and meaning 

changed over time. For instance, according to Chaer (2008), a word sekaten 

(in Javanese language) derives from Arabic, syahadatain which means 

‘saying two syahadat sentences.’ 

2. Coinage 

The process of word-formation that derives from technical processing 

words that concentrate on discovering the ‘new look' of words. The words 

are coming from invented trade names for commercial products that become 

general terms, such as the zipper, nylon, Xerox, etc (Yule, 2010).  
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3. Borrowing  

Yule (2010) states that this process is borrowing from another 

language and reinterpret some phonological aspects. The language can be 

borrowed from English to another language or vice versa. For example, 

English borrowing Tahitian word tattoo, to become an English word. 

Thus, borrowing process is formed by receiving other languages to be 

assumed and represent the same meaning as the origin one.  

4. Compounding 

Compounding, based on Yule (2010) is a word formation process 

that combining two separated words to become a word. In this word-

formation process, compounding takes two roots of words to be combined 

into a new one word, and it consists of a head and modifier. The example 

of English compound word, such as bookcase, doorknob, fingerprint, etc. 

5. Blending 

A process that combining two separated form of words to produce a 

new term. It is typically accomplished by taking the beginning of one word 

and joining it to the end of the other word. For instance, brunch (breakfast 

+ lunch), motel (motor + hotel), telecast (television + broadcast) (Yule, 

2010). 

6. Clipping 

Clipping is a process of forming a new word by dropping or 

shortenedone or more syllable to create a new one without changing the 

meaning (Yule, 2010). Clipping has four types, those are back clipping, 
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fore-clipping, middle clipping, and complex clipping. For instance 

gasoline becomes gas, Professor becomes Prof, Pajama becomes jammy. 

7. Backformation 

Backformation, according to Yule (2010) is a process of reducing a 

word to form the word of another type. It means it is a process of creating 

a word by removing what appears to be an affix. For instance, the words 

of smoke and fog can be replaced by smog.  

8. Conversion 

Yule (2010) states that conversion is a process of changing the 

function of the word, such as when a noun becomes a verb. Moreover, it 

can be called category change and functional shift. For example, Have 

you buttered the toast? Someone has to chair the meeting.  

9. Acronym 

Acronym is a process of a word that combining the initial letter of a 

set of other words, such as CD (compact disc). Usually, names for 

organizations are often designed in this word-formation process (Yule, 

2010). 

10. Derivation 

Yule (2010) says that the most common word formation process that 

constructs the new word by adding morphemes. It has a process of 

forming words by giving affixes to the word, so that the formation of 

new words will have a result in changes in word class and the formation 

meaning.Some examples of affixes are the elements un-, mis-, pre-, -ful, -

less, -ish, -ism, and -ness which occur in words like unclear, 
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misunderstanding, preliminary, beautiful, careless, boyish, feminism, 

awareness. 

 

2.8 Broadcasting as Vocational Study 

The rapid progress of technology in nowadays makes the society changes 

their people to be more creative and innovative. The advancement of the 

technologyaffects on communication technology of radio, television, and 

movie which generate the lackness of human resources who have ability in 

broadcasting and radio program production, television, and movie.In order 

to provide human resource in broadcasting technology, the government 

represented by Education Ministry has opened radio, television, and film 

broadcasting study (Sartono, 2008).  

The broadcasting and television study is included in Vocational High 

School. Vocational High School as cited by Kotsikis in Mortaki (2012), 

provides an education which aimed to create the students get a qualification 

related to a professions or employment.So that, the vocational school can be 

said as a place where the students can study and prepare themselves facing a 

working situation in the future. According to website of Direktorat 

Pembinaan Sekolah Menengah Kejuruan (2017), there are only 3546 public 

vocational schools in Indonesia. Moreover, only 58 schools provide 

broadcasting education which only 13 of them are in East Java.  One of 

school that provides courses on broadcasting and television study is SMK 

Negeri 3 Batu. 
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SMK Negeri 3 Batu is one of broadcasting schools established in 2004 

with multimedia education and broadcasting and television study as the 

major. The broadcasting and television study is running well up to now. 

Based on website of SMK NEGERI 3 BATU(2013), students enrolled in the 

major of broadcasting and television study will learn about introduction of 

broadcasting, television production, management television production, 

writing script, videography, and many more. Moreover, the goals of 

broadcasting and television education are toprepare the students to be a 

good cameraman, editor, director, etc (SMK NEGERI 3 BATU, 2013). 


